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CHAPTER IV 

RESEARCH FINDINGS 

 

This chapter presents the result of the data analysis based on the problems 

of the study mention previously. It is divided into two parts that analyzed. The 

first part is data presentation and the second is finding research. Both of the part 

consists of the educational value finding in The Karate Kid movie and the most 

dominant educational values appearing in that movie.  

 

A. Data presentation  

1. Educational values found in The Karate Kid movie. 

In this study the writer divides research finding into two parts. There 

are data presentation and the findings of research. First is data presentation. In 

data presentation the writer should be shown the data of educational values  

found in The Karate Kid movie and the most dominant educational value 

appearing in that movie. The sequences of data presentation appropriate to the 

sequences of educational value that explain previously.  

The first data presentation shown educational values that found in The 

Karate Kid movie can be seen on the table.   
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Table 4.1 Educational Value Found in The Karate Kid Movie 

No Educational 

value   

Data presentation   Example of sentences  

1. Honesty  Data 1.1 - Well I am not happy! I hate it 

here. I wanna go home. 

2. Brave Data 2.1  

Data 2.2 

Data 2.3 

Data 2.4  

- I am not scared of anything  

- Come on Dude. 

- Is your dad home? 

- Because I am still scared. No 

matter what happens tonight 

when I leave, I don’t want to 

be scared anymore. 

  

3. Peace  Data 3.1 

 

 

Data 3.2 

- Kung fu is for knowledge 

defense. Not to make war but 

create peace.  

- We are here to make peace. 

Let your little mind himself. 

One to one no problem, six to 

one too much to ask anymore.  

 

4.  Self- discipline  Data 4.1  

 

 

Data 4.2 

 

 

Data 4.3 

Data 4.4  

 

Data 4.5 

Data 4.6 

- Dre, we are not doing this in 

Beijing. Dre pick up your 

jacket 

- We are only wear uniforms 

on uniforms day. And hats are 

not permitted.  

- I have to go practice 

- Dre, for a hundred time, can 

you pick up your jacket? 

- Dre pick up your jacket 

- Did I say “come in”  

 

5.  Respect  Data 5.1 

 

Data 5.2 

Data 5.3 

Data 5.4 

Data 5.5 

 

Data 5.6 

- Hi, I am Dre’s mother. Hi 

nice to meet you 

- Come to fix hot water 

- Hey can you sign this? 

- Mr. Han, may I come in? 

- I think you did. I mean.. Mr. 

Han may I come in? 

- This is one Bruce Lee had. 

Great. Thank you. 

 

          Continued  
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 Continuation  

No  Educational 

Value  

Data Presentation  Example of sentences 

6. Love and 

affection  

Data 6.1  

Data 6.2 

Data 6.3 

Data 6.4 

 

 

Data 6.5 

Data 6.6 

 

 

 

Data 6.7  

Data 6.8 

Data 6.9 

 

Data 6.10 

Data 6.11 

- I love you 

- Come on Dre, just take it 

- Are you okay? Let me help 

- Dre, I know I don’t play that. 

Somebody hit my baby. I will 

tear through…. 

- I love you. I said I love you  

- Dre, please let me help you. I 

can’t help you if you don’t 

tell me what’s wrong, so 

please.. 

- Be careful Dre. 

- I love you too. Be careful 

- You’re best friend I ever had 

Mr. Han 

- You okay baby?  

- Because I cannot watch you 

get hurt anymore.  

7.  Sensibility and 

not selfishness 

Data 7.1 

 

 

Data 7.2 

- Okay, alright. Karate, kung fu 

whatever Dre. what 

happened? 

- My daughter told me that he 

made a promise to be at your 

tournament. In our family, we 

don’t break our promises. 

Good luck. 

 

8. Kind and 

friendly  

Data 8.1  

Data 8.2 

 

 

Data 8.3  

Data 8.4 

- Here let me help you 

- This is China. Might not be 

bad idea. That’s our park, you 

should come  

- Yeah. Hey, let me help you. 

- Is everything okay? 
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2. The Most Dominant Educational Value Appearing in The Karate Kid 

Movie  

In this part, the writer shows the most dominant educational value that 

found in The Karate Kid movie. The most dominant educational value can 

know from how much sentences that shown in the dialogue. 

From the table above, shown the most dominant educational value is 

love and affection. In table above can know there are eleven sentences included 

in the dialogue shown love and affection.  

 

B. Findings of the Research  

1. Educational Values Found in The Karate Kid Movie.  

In this part, the writer shows the educational value that found in this 

movie and analyzed it. In here, the bold word used by the writer to presented 

sentences which shown educational value. The writer also easily presented the 

data used second in the movie. The educational value that found in this movie 

are honesty, brave, peace, self- discipline and moderate, respect, love and 

affection, sensibility and not selfishness, also kind and friendly. The 

educational value that found in the dialogue and presented here, appropriate the 

measure of value that have definite in previously.   

a. Honesty  

Data 1.1 

(Dre leaved his mother and went to their apartment) 
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Mrs. Parker : Dre please let me help you. I can’t help you if you 

don’t tell me what’s wrong. 

Dre : You don’t care what’s wrong! All you care about is 

“how happy I am” and  “how great the ice cream is”! 

Well I am not happy! I hate it here! I wanna go 

home! (00.35.5400.36.25) 

(This Dre’s statement to his mother when he know Chang is one of 

Kung Fu student in that school)   

Analysis:  

From the dialogue above can know what Dre fell. In this dialogue 

shown that he try to say to his mother if he dislike live in China, 

because in that place he got enemy and always disturbed him. He tried 

to honest to his mother about the feeling. Although he knows that his 

mother would like reject his desire. Honesty in this dialogue can be 

measured from the statement that he says and the expression when he 

convey it. It depend on the characteristic that explain previously. 

  

b. Brave 

Data 2.1 

(Dre and Harry was sit and starring a girl in the park) 

Harry : Yeah, you were. You should go talk to her. Unless you’re 

scared? 
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Dre :I am not scared of anything. (00.15.23  00.15.31) 

(This is a dialogue between Dre and Harry in park. Harry ask Dre to 

talk to Mei Ying, and Dre say not scared of anything) 

Analysis:  

From the statement above can know that Dre is a courageous child. He 

never scared of anything, include when Harry challenge him to talk to 

Mei Ying in the park. The measurement that Dre is a courageous child 

can know from the action and the statement to done Harry’s challenge 

which not all children can do and answer the challenge.  

Data 2.2 

(Dre try to separated and returned Mei Ying’s violin key) 

Chang :Leave it 

Dre :Come on dude 

Chang :I said leave it ( 00.17.19  00.17.34) 

(This is Dre’s dialogue when he provide Mei Ying from Chang) 

Analysis:  

This statement shown that Dre have brave to oppose Chang. Dre try to  

oppose Chang which angry to Mei Ying. Dre brave to snapped at 

Chang. Finally Dre encourages to fight and opposed Chang although 

he doesn’t have kung fu knowledge. Dre brave to opposed Chang 

because he know that Mei Ying isn’t wrong.  

Data 2.3 

(Dre asked to Mr.han came to Mei Ying’s House to meet her father) 
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Mei Ying :Dre? 

Dre :Is your dad home?  

Sir, my name is Dre Parker. My actions have brought 

dishonor to your family. Your daughter has been  great 

friend to me. And from her, I have learned that a true 

friend is a person who makes your live better. But if you 

give me a second chance. I promise that I will be the best 

friend your daughter has ever had. That’s it. (01.48.45 

 01.49.40) 

(This is Dre’s statement when he go to Mei Ying’s house. Dre brave to 

admit his mistake and ask forgiveness to her father) 

Analysis:  

Brave shown by Dre when he went to Mei Ying’s house. From this 

statement shows that Dre asked to Mr. Han to help him speak Chinese 

to meet Mei Ying’s father. Dre try to encourage himself to meet Mei 

Ying’s father and admit his mistake and require apologize to Mei 

Ying’s family. It was scarce attitude that shown by children of the age 

of Dre.  

Data 2.4 

(Dre got hurt in the tournament and should be got doctor treatment) 

Mr. Han :Just tell me Xiao Dre why? Why you need to go back out 

there so badly? 
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Dre :Because I’m still scared. No matter what happens 

tonight when I leave, I don’t want to be scared 

anymore. (02.03.25  02.03.45) 

(It was Dre dialogue with Mr. Han show that Dre brave and not 

scared of anything happened to himself)  

Analysis:  

Dre is really courageous children. Its shown in this statement when 

Dre get hurt in tournament. Dre still want to fight opposed Chang in 

final although his foot get hurt in previous tournament. He didn’t want 

to scared anymore although he leave it. It shown that brave not only 

shown from the statement but also can be shown by action.  

 

c. Peace   

Data 3.1  

(Dre get treatment from Mr. Han after he fight with Chang) 

Mr. Han : Kung Fu is for knowledge defense. Not to make war 

but create peace 

Dre :That’s definitely not what they’re taught (00.48.34  

00.48.41) 

(It was a statement from Mr. Han that Kung Fu is One of method to 

create peace not only for fighting) 
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Analysis:  

Statement above shown that although this movie included kung fu but 

it taught us if kung fu is a knowledge to create peace. Mr. Han is a 

maintenance man which know about the knowledge of kung fu, but he 

does not taught to Dre that kung fu for make war, but it for create 

peace. It shown that how the knowledge can we used and apply 

appropriate with our comprehension also catch about it.  

Data 3.2 

(Mr. Han and Dre try come to Kung Fu school which guided by Master Li) 

Chang : He’s the one that attacked me 

Mr. Han : We are here to make peace. Let your little mind 

himself. One to one, no problem, six to one, too much 

to ask anyone (00.51.35 00.52.05) 

(It was conversation between Mr. Han and master Li) 

Analysis: 

This statement shown the good determination from Mr. Han to Master 

Li. In this dialogue shown that Mr. Han help Dre to meet Master Li 

who Chang teacher. Mr. Han want to make peace with Chang pass his 

teacher. But the initiate was wrong. Master Li didn’t want to make 

peace. He wanted one of Dre or Mr. Han fight in that school. 
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d. Self- discipline  

Data 4.1  

(Mrs. Parker know Dre’s jacket put in the ground) 

Mrs. Parker :Dre, we are not doing this in Beijing. Dre, pick up 

your jacket 

Dre :Mom, I’m tired okay? I have airplane lag (00. 09.23  

00.09.33)  

(it was first statement from Mrs. Parker show she taught self- 

discipline to her daughter)  

Analysis:  

Self- discipline is one of value which taught in this movie. In here 

shown by Mrs. Parker which taught self- discipline to Dre to put his 

jacket in the place. Dre which have bad habit always get angry from 

his mother. From the statement known that discipline have taught 

Dre’s mother before they move to China. It can be measured from the 

how often the activity or the statement was done.  

Data 4.2 

(Dre and his mother met Mrs. Pong in School)   

Mrs. Pong : We only wear uniforms on uniforms day 

Mrs. Parker : That’s my fault. I didn’t have a chance to read the school 

packages sent to me. We will better tomorrow. Yeah  

Mrs. Pong  : And hats are not permitted. ( 00.21.22  00.21.34) 
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(it’s a statement from Mrs. Pong that in that school is very obedient to 

rule of law) 

Analysis:  

Self-discipline applied in school. It can know when Mrs. Pong as a 

assistant in that school give an information to Dre about the rule of 

law in that school. Self-discipline is one of value that pressure in 

school because school is strategies place to wont that value. 

Data 4.3 

(Mei Ying meet Dre in canteen) 

Mei Ying : I have to go practice 

Dre : Wait. You eat and practice at the same I time? 

Mei Ying : Yes (00.23.40  00.23.47) 

(it was one of dialogue between Dre and Mei Ying in canteen school, 

and Mei Ying show that she a discipline girl)  

Analysis: 

Self-discipline which pressure in school have be practiced by Mei 

Ying. Mei Ying is a clever student. She has good behavior, she always 

practice every day in her school to follow auditions. It can be 

measured from the how often the activity or the statement was done 

 Data 4.4 

(Mrs. Parker always see Dre’s jacket on the floor) 

Mrs. Parker : Dre, for a hundred time, can you pick up your 

jacket?  
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Dre  : One second mom. 

Mrs. Parker :No! not in one second. Now !! ( 00.27.03 

00.27.12) 

(it was Mrs. Parker reaction when knew Dre’s jacket put in the floor)  

Analysis:  

Self-discipline can be applied in every time. Mrs. Parker is not bored 

to remind and taught Dre discipline. Although there are other people  

in their house, Mrs. Parker decide to pressure discipline to Dre.   

Data 4.5 

(Mrs. Parker came to Mr. Han house) 

Mrs. Parker : Mr. Han, I am not taking no for an answer. You will have 

fun. You need to get out of the house, okay. Here your 

clothes, Dre. Come on, hurry up and change. Dre pick up 

your jacket. (01.04.14  01.04.29)  

(It was Mrs. Parker statement in Mr. Han’s house)  

Analysis:  

Mrs. Parker taught self-discipline in everywhere. Although she don’t 

know that put jacket in the ground and hang up the jacket is one of 

Mr. Han method to taught kung fu to Dre, she decided taught Dre to 

discipline in Mr. Han’s house. She asked to Dre to pick up the jacket 

which is on the floor. 
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Data 4.6 

(Dre come to Mr. Han’s house to accustomed) 

Dre : What’s up, Mr. Han 

Mr. Han : Did I say “ come in”  

Dre : I think you did. I mean… Mr. Han can I please come in?  

Mr. Han : Yes (01.09.48  01.10.04)  

(it was Mr. Han’s treatment applying to Dre) 

Analysis:  

This dialogue shows that self-discipline also can be taught and   

applied every people. Mr. Han applied it to Dre when he want to 

entered in Mr. Han’s house. Dre should be got Mr. Han’s permitted 

before he come in Mr. Han’s house. It is one of Mr. Han treatment to 

taught self-discipline to Dre before he come in people house. 

 

e. Respect  

Data 5.1 

(Mrs. Parker meet Harry in their apartment)  

Mrs. Parker : look at you, making friends already. Hi, I am Dre’s 

mother. 

Harry  : Hi, nice to meet you. (00.08.09 00.08.15) 

(this is dialogue between Harry and Mrs. Parker) 
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Analysis:  

In this dialogue shows how Mrs. Parker respect to Dre’s friend and 

also Harry. Harry is a new friend for Dre, but he is very respect people 

to them.  

Data 5.2 

(Mr. Han come to Dre apartment) 

Mr. Han : Come to fix hot water 

Dre : It’s in there (00.25.18 00.25.24) 

(It’s a dialogue between Mr. Han and Dre when Mr. Han come to Dre 

apartment) 

Analysis:  

In this dialogue shows how Mr. Han respectful Dre as a owner 

apartment. He knock the door when he come to fix the hot water in 

that apartment. Respectful shows in this movie as a value which 

taught to respect others.  

Data 5.3 

(Dre asked to his mother to sign the paper) 

Dre  : Hey, can you sign this? 

Mrs. Parker  : You’re going to the forbidden city? I think it’s 

funny that you have to get permission to go to the 

forbidden city. I got to pull in Beijing. 

Dre  : That’s not funny, Mom. (00.32.36  00.32.45) 

(it’s a dialogue between Dre ask permission to went to forbidden city) 
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Analysis:  

In this dialogue shows how Dre respectful to his mother. Dre ask 

permission to his mother to went to forbidden city. That is a new habit 

for Dre when he ask permission to his mother. Respect in this movie  

Data 5.4 

(Dre come to Mr. Han’s house) 

Dre  : Mr. Han. Mr. Han! May I come in? 

Mr. Han : You may come in. Where’s your jacket? (01.02.03 

01.02.09) 

(Dre ask permission to Mr. Han to entered in Mr. Han’s house) 

Analysis:  

Respect is shown in dialogue between Mr. Han and Dre. Dre ask 

permission to Mr. Han to come in his house. In a undirected manner 

Mr. Han taught Dre how to respect people in that house and shown 

how the good attitude when we go to other people houses. Respect 

that shown in here is more invested a tolerant attitude.  

Data 5.5 

(Dre come to Mr. Han’s house) 

Mr. Han : Did I say “come in”? 

Dre  : I think you did. I mean… Mr. Han, can I please come 

in. 

Mr. Han : Yes (01.09.52  01.10.04) 

(it was Dre statement when he got rejected from Mr. Han)   
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Analysis:  

Respect also shown in this dialogue. It shown how Dre respect to Mr. 

Han when he want to entered to Mr. Han’s house. Dre should got 

permission from Mr. Han as a owner house. It was can increase 

respectfully attitude that taught to children.   

Data 5.6   

(Mr. Han give a uniform to follow the tournament) 

Mr. Han : Come here. Win or lose, doesn’t matter. Fight hard, earn 

respect. Boys leave you alone. Have present for you. 

Dre : Mr. Han! Man! This is the one Bruce Lee had. Great. 

Thank you. (01.46.00 01.47.49) 

(it was Dre statement when Mr. Han give him a uniform which would 

he used in tournament) 

Analysis:  

Respect not only shown by Dre when want to come in to Mr. Han’s 

house. Dre also shown the respect when he got a uniform from Mr. 

Han. It’s happened before tournament start. It’s also shown the close 

relationship between student and the teacher. 

 

f. Love and Affection  

Data 6.1  

(Dre and his mom have moved from Detroit, Michigan, to Beijing, China. His 

mom has a new job here) 
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Dre   :I will see you letter uncle Charlie.  

Uncle Charlie :I love you (00.02.02  00.02.04) 

(This is a dialogue between Dre and uncle Charlie when Dre want to 

leave the old apartment.) 

Analysis:  

It’s shown that Dre and his mother were loved by all people in around 

them. Although in that tome was raining, but all people which leave in 

around them went out from their apartment to delivered and say 

goodbye to them. Someone who Dre’s called uncle Charlie also 

delivered them. His love can know when he say “I Love you” to Dre 

and also embraced him. 

Data 6.2  

(Dre and his mom have moved from Detroit, Michigan, to Beijing, China.  

His mom has a new job here) 

Dre’s friend : Bye, see you later, Dre. 

Dre  : No man, it’s yours. 

Dre’s friend : Come on Dre, just take it (00.02.17 00.02.26) 

(This is a dialogue between Dre and his friend when Dre want to 

leave them 

Analysis:  

This dialogue shown that Dre also are very loved by his friend. When 

Dre want to go leave that apartment, his friends gives Dre his pity 
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skateboard. His friend say “come on Dre, Just take it”. Its show how a 

friend so love his friend and want give  something as a sign their 

parting. He also follow Dre’s taxi.  

Data 6.3  

(Cheng is a skiled kung fu fighter. Dre finally gives up. Mei Ying comes 

over)  

Mei Ying : Are you okay? Let me help 

Dre : Just leave me alone 

Harry : Dre, Dude 

Dre : Leave me alone  (00.19.26 00.19.36) 

(This is a dialogue between Mei Ying and Dre after Dre fight with 

Cheng. Mei Ying and Harry affection to Dre boated up by Cheng) 

Analysis:  

In China Dre and his mother also got good occasion from around 

people in their new apartment. He also got friend who loved him. 

When Dre got fight to Chang in park. Harry try to separate and help 

Dre which boated with Chang. Although Harry and Mei Ying can’t 

separate them, but they still help Dre.  

Data 6.4  

 (Mrs. Parker deliver Dre to school) 

Dre  :Nobody mom. I ran into a pole. And I didn’t tell 

you because I knew you would act like this. 
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Mrs. Parker  :Dre, you know I don’t play that. Somebody hit 

my baby, I will tear through….. ( 00.21.54 

00.22.00) 

(This is Dre’s mother statement when know Dre get hurt in his Eyes. 

Mrs. Parker afraid if her daughter get hurt anymore)  

Analysis:  

Love and affection is shown by Dre’s mother. Mrs. Parker angry when 

she know Dre have black eye. From Mrs. Parker statement can know 

how she love so she afraid if his daughter get hurt anymore. 

Data 6.5  

 (Dre entered to class with Mrs. Pong) 

Mrs. Parker  : I love you  

Dre  : Mom 

Mrs. Parker  : I said I love you (00.22.21  00.22.27)  

(This is Mrs. Parker statement when Dre go to Class. That’s one of 

sign that his mother so love him everywhere and every time.)  

Analysis:  

 Love and affection can shown in everywhere and every time. It’s 

shown although Mrs. Parker angry when she know Dre get hurt but 

she as a mother still affected him.  
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Data 6.6 

(Dre go away leave his mother) 

Mrs. Parker  : Dre, please let me help you. I can’t help you if 

you don’t tell me what’s wrong, so please.. 

Dre  : You don’t care what’s wrong! All you care about 

is “how happy I am” and “how great the ice cream 

is”! Well, I am not happy. I hate it here. I wanna go 

home. (00.35.54 00.36.25) 

(Dre have pout when he go away leave the kung fu school) 

Analysis:  

From the dialogue above shown that Mrs. Parker is very close with 

her daughter. She also be a good mother. She ask to help Dre although 

Dre angry to her, because she loved her daughter. 

Data 6.7 

(Dre wanna go to Mr. Han’s house to learn Kung Fu) 

Mrs. Parker  : Dre, you know how I fell about you fighting. 

Dre  : Kung fu is not about fighting mom. It’s about 

making peace with your enemies.  

Mrs. Parker  : Be careful, Dre. (00.55.15  00.55.20) 

(the dialogue happened when Dre want to went to Mr. Han’s house to 

trained Kung Fu) 
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Analysis:  

Mrs. Parker so love her daughter. Every time she always remembered 

Dre to more careful. It shown how a mother protect and love her 

daughter.  

Data 6.8 

(Arrived in Xi Shi festival Dre went to meet Mei Ying) 

Dre  :Okay. I love you 

Mrs. Parker  :I love you, too. Be careful. Twenty minutes. 

(01.05.13 01.05.15) 

(This dialogue happened when Dre want to meet Mei Ying in the 

festival) 

Analysis: 

Mrs. Parker so love her daughter. Every where they were, she always 

remembered Dre to more careful. It shown how a mother protect her 

daughter. It’s shown Dre is a daughter that get many love in his life. 

Data 6.9 

(Dre get a uniform from Mr. Han) 

Mr. Han :You have taught me a very important lesson, Xiao Dre. 

Life will knock us down. But we can choose whether or 

not to get back up.  

Dre :You’re the best friend I ever had, Mr. Han. (01.47.53 

 01.48.12) 

(it was dialogue between Mr. Han and Dre before tournament) 
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Analysis:  

Again, love and affection shown by student to teacher and also on the 

contrary. From the dialogue above can saw how Dre love to Mr. Han. 

He have an expectation that Mr. Han is the best friend after Dre know 

what Mr. Han have do for him.  

Data 6.10 

(Dre fight in tournament. Dre get hurt and should be get doctor treatment) 

Mrs. Parker  : You okay baby? 

Dre  : Yeah, I’m okay (02.01.44  02.01.48) 

(This is Mrs. Parker question when Dre get hurt in tournament. Mrs. 

Parker afraid and sad see her daughter get hurt in that tournament)  

Analysis: 

Mrs. Parker as a good mother is very love to her daughter. Its also 

shown when Dre get hurt in the tournament. From the statement can 

know how a mother love, afraid and also afraid if her daughter get 

hurt.  

Data 6.11 

 (Dre fight in tournament. He get hurt and should be get doctor treatment) 

Mr. Han : You don’t need to fight anymore. You have proven 

everything that you need to prove 

Dre : What that I can get, beat up easy and then quit? That’s 

not balance. That’s not real Kung Fu. You said that when 

life knocks you down, you could whether or not to get 
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back up. Well, I’m trying to get back up, and why won’t 

you help me? 

Mr. Han : Because I cannot watch you get hurt anymore. 

(02.02.45  02.03.13) 

(This is Mr. Han statement when accompany Dre in hospital. Mr. Han 

so love Dre, it’s why he can’t watch Dre get hurt and prohibit Dre to 

continue the tournament)   

Analysis:  

Love can be interpreted by and to all people. From this dialogue, love 

shown by Mr. Han to Dre. Mr. Han is a Dre’s teacher. He know Dre 

when he help Dre from Chang and his gang. Although Dre as his 

student only, but he is very love to Dre. He doesn’t want if Dre get 

hurt in the tournament.  

 

g. Sensibility and Not-selfishness 

Data 7.1  

(Dre go leave Kung Fu school) 

Mrs. Parker  :Okay, alright. Karate, Kung Fu whatever Dre. 

What happends? 

Dre   :We moved to China. That’s what happened! 
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Mrs. Parker  :Okay stop. Don’t be like that, Dre. What do you 

want me to do? We have been here less than a week 

and I fell…(00.35.10 00.35.44) 

(It was Dre dialogue with his mother) 

Analysis:  

From this dialogue above shows that selfish can’t finish some problem 

that we have. Mrs. Parker try ask to Dre what should she can do for 

Dre. Dre fell uncomfortable live in that place because some problem, 

such as have a enemy. But as a good mother Mrs. Parker try to 

understand what Dre fell, although at that time Dre was angry to her. 

Data 7.2  

(Dre come to Mei Ying’s House to meet her father) 

Mei Ying   : Dre? 

Dre   : Is your dad home?  

Sir, my name is Dre Parker. My actions have 

brought dishonor to your family. Your daughter has 

been  great friend to me. And from her, I have 

learned that a true friend is a person who makes 

your live better. But if you give me a second chance. 

I promise that I will be the best friend your daughter 

has ever had. That’s it.  
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Mei Ying  :My daughter told me that she made a promise to 

be at your tournament. In our family, we don’t 

break our promises.  

Mei Ying’s father  : good luck (01.48.45  01.50.10) 

(Its was Mei Ying’s father statement when Dre come to their house) 

Analysis: 

In this dialogue, not selfish shown by Mei Ying’s father. Mei Ying’s 

father disagree if his daughter have friend relationship with Dre 

because in his opinion he bring bad effect for Mei Ying. But when Dre 

come to their house to admit his mistake Mei Ying’s father can 

understand that Dre is a good friend. He forbid Mei Ying to have 

friend with Dre and give permitted Mei Ying come to Dre’s 

tournament. 

 

h. Kind and Friendly   

Data 8.1 

  (Dre and his mother arrive in Beverly Hills) 

Harry : Oh yeah. You must be the new dude in 305. I am Harry 

Dre : Hey. What’s up. I am Dre. 

Harry : Here let me help you ( 00.07.27  00.07.33) 

(The statement of Harry when Dre and his mother arrive in Beverly 

Hills)  

Analysis:  
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Kind and friendly shown by Harry when Dre and his mother arrive in 

their new apartment, Beverly Hills. Harry accepted them very 

friendly. He be the first friend for Dre, when Dre arrive in China. 

Data 8.2 

(Dre and Harry entered to apartment) 

Harry : This is China. Might not be a bad idea. That’s our 

park, you should come (00.07.59 00.08.06) 

(It’s one expression when Dre look park beside his apartment) 

Analysis:  

In this dialogue shows that Harry not only accepted Dre and his 

mother friendly, Harry also a kind friend for Dre although Dre is a 

new people in his city.   

Data 8.3 

(Mrs, Parker come in when Mr. Han was repair the hot water) 

Mrs. Parker : Are you ready for school? 

Dre : Yeah. Hey, let me help you (00.26.46  00.26.51) 

(Dre kind and friendly to his mother also indicated in this dialogue) 

Analysis:  

This dialogue shows that beside Dre a brave child, he also a kind 

daughter. He want to help his mother to bring the expense.  

Data 8.4 

(Mrs. Pong follow delivered her student to Forbidden city) 
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Mrs. Pong : Is everything okay? 

Dre  : Yes, thank you. (00.38.51 00.38.56) 

(It was Mrs. Pong statement when follow Dre and other student to 

Forbidden city)  

Analysis:  

Kind and friendly also shown by Mrs. Pong. Dre as a new student in 

that school often get disturbing from Chang and his gang. Mrs. Pong 

as a school assistant shown how she should have a certain good 

attitude to all student and also have to attention to new student. 

 

2. The Most Dominant Educational Value Appearing in The Karate Kid 

Movie  

 

In this study present the dominant educational value appearing in The 

Karate Kid movie. In previous data presentation have explain that the dominant 

educational value present in love and affection. In this table love and affection 

shown in the first number because has more data than others. The clearly 

explanation can be seen on this table.  

Table 4.2 Table The Most Dominant Educational Values in The Karate 

Kid Movie 

 

No Educational Value  Number of 

Data  

1. Love and Affection  11data  

2. Self- discipline  6 data  

       Continued  
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Continuation  

No Educational Value Number of 

Data   

3. Respect  6 data 

4. Brave 4 data 

5. Kind and friendly  4 data 

6. Peace  2 data  

7. Sensibility and not selfishness  2 data  

8. Honesty  1 data  

 

In the table above we can know the most dominant educational value 

found in love and affection. Compared with other educational value, love and 

affection have more data than others. In here love and affection found eleven 

data. While self- discipline and respect found six data. Continued with brave 

and kind/ friendly found four data, peace and not- selfishness found two data 

and also honesty found one data. From the explanation above, it can conclude 

that compared with other educational values found in The Karate Kid movie, 

love and affection is the most dominant educational value appearing in the 

movie which have eleven data.  


